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Abstract
One of the obstacles against the use of tableaubased theorem provers for nonstandard
logics is the ineciency of tableau systems in practical applications though they are
highly intuitive and extremely exible from a proof theoretical point of view We present
a method for increasing the eciency of tableau systems in the case of multiplevalued
logics by introducing a generalized notion of signed formulas and give sound and complete
tableau systems for arbitrary propositional nitevalued logics
Introduction
One of the main advantages of the method of semantic tableaux 
Smullyan 	 Beth 	
is that it yields analytic proof theories for a wide variety of standard and nonstandard logics
within a single framework With relatively minor modications tableau proof systems can be
designed for such dierent logics as temporal intuitionistic and multiplevalued logics 
Wolper
	 Fitting 	 Schmitt 		 In addition one could easily obtain tableau proof systems
which combine several nonstandard concepts a feature which seems to be interesting eg in
circuit validation 
Kropf  Wunderlich 		 natural language processing 
Fenstad et al 	
or semantics of logic programs 
Sheperdson 		 Also avoidance of normal forms is necessary
for the potential application of highlevel heuristics
But there are two major obstacles against the use of tableau systems in automated theorem
proving without further modications First the search process tends to be much more ine
cient than in say resolution provers if no extra care is taken But recent research showed that
it is possible to reach a similar performance as with resolutionbased provers 
Oppacher  Suen
	 Oppacher  Suen 	 And 
Fitting 		 shows that completeness proofs for tableau
systems that have been tuned for automated theorem proving are still much more transparent
 
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
than their resolution counterparts Second the modications of standard tableau proof systems
to adapt them to nonstandard logics are though highly intuitive usually not very ecient
when one asks for performance In this paper we concentrate on the second problem and on
propositional multiplevalued logics Our work is part of the TCG Project involving the con
struction of a tableaubased automated theorem prover for multiplevalued logics a prototype
of which is currently being implemented 
Hahnle 		
It should be mentioned that there exists at least one other approach to automated theorem
proving in multiplevalued logics In a series of papers see eg 
Stachniak 		 Stachniak
developed resolution style systems for logics with nitely many truth values While in his
systems the underlying logics are specied by consequence relations we will assume that our
logics are given by a tabular semantics cf 
Wojcicki 	
The paper is organized as follows In section  we introduce some mathematical concepts
and specify syntax and semantics of the class of languages under consideration In section 
we present our variant of a tableaubased calculus in section  we give proofs of soundness
and completeness for our system and we conclude with section  summarizing what has been
gained
 Preliminaries Syntax Semantics
We recall some concepts from universal algebra eg to be found in 
Burris  Sankappanavar
	
Denition  Abstract Algebra of nite Type Homomorphism
A nite type F  ff
 
     f
r
g is an indexed set of symbols each of them having
assigned an arity by a mapping m  F  Nat Let F
n
denote the operators with
arity n Constants are treated as ary functions
An abstract algebra of type F or algebra is a nonempty universe A together
with a family of mappings such that for all n and each member f in F
n
there is a
corresponding fundamental operation f
A
 A
n
 A If convenient the abstract
algebra  A ff
A
i
j   i  rg  and its universe A are denoted with the same
symbol
Let AB be abstract algebras of the same type and h  A B any mapping If for
all f  F
n
 n  Nat and a
 
     a
n
 A
hf
A
a
 
     a
n
  f
B
ha
 
     ha
n

holds then h is called homomorphism from A to B
Let F  fF
 
     F
r
g be a set of logical connectives and L

 fp
i
j i  Natg the set of
propositional variables or atomic formulas which has to be disjoint with F  With L we
denote the abstract algebra that is freely generated over L

in the class of algebras with type
F  Thus we have
L
i 
 L
i
 fF
j
X
 
    X
mj
 j X
 
    X
mj
 L
i
 F
j
 Fg
L 
S
fL
i
j i  Natg
as the universe of L
L
i
denotes the formulas of depth i We call L propositional language the members
of L are called propositional Lformulas

Let N  f      n  g be the nite set of truth values and D  N the set of
designated truth values Furthermore let us denote with n  jN j and d  jDj the number
of elements in N and D resp Though all nonnegative values are possible for n and d we are
only interested in the nontrivial cases where n   and d  
Let A  N ff
i
j   i  rg  be an algebra of the same type as L Then we call the
pair A  AD  a structure for L and the f
i
interpretations of the F
i
 A denes the
semantics of the logical operators We say that L  LA  is an nvalued propositional
logic with d designated truthvalues
A propositional Avaluation of L is a homomorphism v from L to A A set M of
Lformulas is called Asatisable if there is a valuation v from L to A such that for any
X  M vX  D holds In this case v is called Amodel for M  If fXg is satisable for
any Avaluation X is called tautology Due to the universal mapping property since L was
freely generated it is sucient to dene v on L

and then extend it uniquely to L
Example  As the set of logical operators we take F  f	
rg with
arities m	  m
  m  m  m  mr   and as
truth values N  f  gD  fg Their meaning the abstract algebra A is
given by the following truth tables
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Note that we could have dened disjunction and conjunction alternatively as
vX
 

X

  maxvX
 
 vX


vX
 
	X

  minvX
 
 vX


resp There are many alternatives to our denition of implication but this is not
the issue that interests us here Let us refer to the logic as dened above with the
symbol L


 Semantic Tableaux
Our goal is to give a tableau proof system for propositional multiplevalued logics with the
following features
 We want a generic proof system ie it should yield a sound and complete set of tableau
rules for any logic given to it
 We do not want to have redundancy in proofs due to the formulation of the tableau rules
alone

The rst task was begun by Surma 
Surma 	 and completed by Carnielli 
Carnielli
	 who provided a generic tableau proof system as proposed for multiplevalued rstorder
logics with arbitrary logical connectives and generalized quantiers Unfortunately Carniellis
system does not fulll the second requirement To explain this further let us consider the signed
version see 
Smullyan 	 Fitting 		 of a tableau proof system for standard logic A
tableau branch may be considered as a set of formulas together with a certain assignment of
truthvalues The sign attached to each formula in the branch says that the truthvalue of the
formula should be the one associated with its sign The tableau rules provide all signicant
possibilities to extend a set M of signed formulas preserving consistency If we can arrive after
a number of rule applications at a tableau branch that contains instances of all atomic formulas
occurring in M at least once arbitrarily signed but noncontradictory then we are able to
construct a model for the formulas on the branch If this is the case we say that the branch
is open Let us call a tableau closed if it is fully expanded and contains no open branches For
the moment assume that M is a singleton say M  fFXg where F stands for false Then
a closed tableau for fFXg represents the fact that there is no way to construct a model where
X is false so X must be a tautology
Turning to threevalued logics we only need to introduce a third sign corresponding to the
third truthvalue say undened and dene the appropriate rules but the last step above is no
longer valid since not false may be true as well as undened To get a proof of the validity of
X we have in fact to construct two closed tableaux namely one with root FX and another one
with root UX for the refutation of both nondesignated truthvalues In the case of a logic with
nd nondesignated truthvalues this amounts to the construction of nd closed tableaux
for the proof of one single theorem Also the additional rules tend to be more complicated
than the classical ones as the following example shows
Example  	valued tableau rules for 

F X
 

X

F X
 
F X

U X
 

X

F X
 
U X
 
U X
 
U X

U X

F X

On the other hand inspection of sample proofs shows that there is much redundancy in the
proof trees eg in the threevalued case most of the structure and formulas of the tableau for
F X are also part of the U Xtableau even if they contribute nothing to the refutation of UX
and vice versa We present a systematic way to get rid of this kind of redundancy resulting in
a proof system where only one closed tableau has to be generated to prove the validity of a
formula in an arbitrary multiplevalued propositional logic
One approach to increase eciency would of course be to perform the steps that are identical
in all or in some of the proof trees at the same time possibly using structure sharing ie to
search for the refutation of all nondesignated truthvalues in parallel But as always when one
is making algorithms and representations trickier this leads to a fairly complex proof procedure
involving much bookkeeping and hence a cryptical completeness proof A far more satisfying
solution can be achieved on a logical level
To be specic consider the signed L

formula T  A Application of the corresponding
tableau rule from 
Carnielli 	 or 
Surma 	 yields two new branches with extensions
FA and UA resp But encountering this formula during a proof does not give rise to any
logical reason to split the proof in two cases vA   and vA   resp So our idea is
to increase the expressivity of the signs in order to be able to state conditions like vA  
or vA   or equivalently vA   within a single signed formula and thus to decrease
the number of new branches per rule application signicantly It is noteworthy that neither the

idea of enriching the syntax of signs nor of interpreting them semantically in a dierent way is
new The rst has been used in tableau systems for modal logics for a long time see eg in

Fitting 	 on the other hand in 
Fitting 		 Fitting denoted upper and lower bounds
in a lattice of truth values with single signs What we will do is to systematically exploit both
ideas at the same time
Denition  Sign Signed Formula
Let L be any language and D and N be dened as above Then we dene the set
of signs as S  fS
i
j i  
N
g For any logic L we x a certain set of signs
S
L
 S which satises fS
fg
     S
fn g
g  S
L
 
 From now on a logic will be a
triple L  LAS
L
 With I
L
 fi j S
i
 S
L
g we denote the set of allowed
indices of signs With the same symbol we identify the abstract algebra generated
by I
L
that has the same type as A and whose fundamental operations are dened by
f
I
L
i
 
     i
m
 
S
ff
A
j
 
     j
m
 j j
k
 i
k
   k  mg From the context it will
always be clear which is meant
If X is an Lformula and S
i
 S
fi

i
r
g
a sign then we call the string S
i
X signed
Lformula L

is the set of signed formulas in a logic L ie all signed Lformulas
with signs from S
L
 The members of L

will be called I
L
signed formulas
In the above denition we have deliberately admitted S

and S
N
as signs While the
following denitions and theorems exclude the former implicitely the latter would be perfectly
right though it is hard to imagine any meaningful application for it
Example  We dene for L

the set of signs fS
fg
 S
f g
 S
fg
 S
f g
g which for
convenience we rewrite as fFU T F jUg
The intended interpretation of a signed formula F jUX then is 
vX   or
vX  
Now we are ready to dene the tableau rules We assume familiarity with trees a formal
treatment of proof trees can be found in 
Smullyan 	
Denition  Tableau Rule
Let X  F X
 
    X
m
 be an Lformula in the logic
L  LAS
L
 An Ltableau rule is a function 
iF
which assigns to a signed
formula S
i
X  L

a tree with root S
i
F X
 
    X
m
 called premise and the
linear subtrees
fS
j

X
i

      S
j
t
X
i
t
 j j
 
     j
t
 I
L
 t  m and H
i
F  j
 
     j
t

holdsg
called extensions


A collection of extensions satisfying T is called conclusion of a tableau rule
T	 for any z
 
     z
m
  f
 
i there is an extension S
j

X
i

      S
j
t
X
i
t

with z
i
k
 j
k
for   k  t and the set of extensions is minimal with respect to
this condition


 
Otherwise it is not guaranteed that all rules can be properly stated

Extensions are treated like sets and thus of all subtrees that dier only in the ordering of their signed
formulas only one appears as an extension of the rule

Already in the twovalued case there may be more than one minimal in our sense set of extensions for a
signed formula so we need the minimality condition see 	Dueck 
 p 
f for an example

The condition H
i
F  j
 
     j
t
 means there exists a homomorphism h  L  I
L

satisfying TT below
T hX
i
k
  j
k
for   k  t
T If f is the interpretation of F  then fv
 
     v
m
  i must hold where v
i
k

hX
i
k
 for   k  t and all other arguments are arbitrary
T
 There is no j

k
with jj

k
j  jj
k
j for   k  t that satises T and T
T There is no t

with t

 t that satises T and T
If no such homomorphism exists no rule for the specic combination of formula
and sign is dened
Though this denition seems to be fairly abstract for any given logic it essentially boils
down to the usual tableau rules plus the extra feature of more general signs To provide a
better understanding of how the tableau rules are generated we give an informal description
of the process
Remember that the extensions are thought to be disjunctively connected while the formulas
within an extension are conjunctively connected
The conclusion of a tableau rule for a sign i and connective F can be thought of as a minimal
generalized sumofproducts representation of the twovalued function that holds the entry true
in its truth table on each place where the truth table of F holds a member of i and holds false
otherwise
Each extension corresponds to a product term in this representation A geometrical inter
pretation would associate a partial cover of entries in the hypercube that constitutes the truth
table of F with an extension All extensions taken together are a total cover
 Condition T ensures that all entries from i are covered in some extension and minimizes
the number of extensions
 Condition T denes the interesting part of h
 Condition T guarantees soundness
 Condition T represents the strategy to split the proof tree as late as possible in other
words to keep the signs as general as possible
 T minimizes the number of subformulas within the extensions and prevents redundant
extensions
Example 
 Consider the truth table of disjunction in L

as dened above Find
the tableau rule for S
f g
X
 

X

 We have to nd a minimal set of homomorphisms
h  L I
L
covering all entries equal to  Hereby choose the sets hX
i
 maximal
First
X
 
 fgX

 f g de
nes the partial cover  
   adding the partial cover
that corresponds to X
 

f gX

 fg yields



  X

X
	



 
 
 



  X

X
	



 
 
 

Obviously all of the conditions TT are satised And since both partial covers
are essential and together represent a total cover condition T also holds
Example  From the homomorphisms that dene the cover of the entries equal
to  we can immediately extract the tableau rule
U X
 

X


F jU X
 
U X
 
U X

F jU X

Note that the entry for X
 
 X

  in the truth table of disjunction is covered by
both extensions The rule is considerably simpler than the one from Example 
In the Appendix a sound and complete tableau system for L

can be found
Tableaux are by the tableau rules nitely generated trees their nodes being labeled with
signed formulas A branch is a path through a proof tree beginning with the root and ending
with a leaf Usually we identify a branch with the set of signed formulas that is equal to its
label set
Denition 
 Propositional Tableaux
Let M be a nonempty nite set of I
L
signed formulas Then a propositional
tableau for M can be constructed in one of the following ways
 A linear tree where each formula of M occurs exactly once as a label is a
tableau for M 
 Let T be a tableau for M and B a branch of T  containing a signed for
mula S
i
F X
 
    X
m
 If 
iF
is dened and has extensions E
 
     E
n

append to T at the end of B n linear subtrees containing the signed formulas
in E
 
     E
n
 resp in an arbitrary sequence The resulting tree is again a
tableau for M 
Denition  Open Closed
A tableau branch is called closed if one of the following conditions is satised
 It contains a complementary atom set ie signed atomic formulas S
i

p     S
i
n
p
with
T
n
j 
i
j
 
 It contains a nonatomic signed formula for which no rule is dened
	

A branch that is not closed is called open An open branch for which any rule
application yields formulas that are already on the branch is called exhausted A
tableau is called closed if each of its branches is closed and open otherwise A
tableau is called complete if each of its branches is either closed or exhausted
Example  We prove that the formula A   A 	 A is a L

tautology by
constructing a closed tableau with root F jUA   A 	 A The existence of
such a closed tableau tells us that in any possible valuation the truth value of the
formula in question can neither be  nor  so we can conclude that indeed it must
be a tautology In the following tableau the numbers of the formulas are marked

This case corresponds to closure of branches that contain eg T   in classical logic

with right brackets whereas the numbers of the parent formulas are indicated by full
bracketed numbers At the end of each branch the numbers of the complementary
formulas are stated The tableau rules used here refer to the Appendix
P
P
P
P
q





P
P
P
P
P
P
Pq










closedclosed
  UA  TA
closed	

 	 TA
  F jUA 
 F jU  A
  FA
  F jU  A 	 A
  TA
  F jUA   A 	 A
The proof of this theorem in Carniellis system requires the construction of two trees
one of which is considerably more complex than the one above
We close this section with an appropriate denition of satisability of branches and tableaux
which we shall need for the formulation of the main lemma in the soundness proof
Denition  Satisability of Branches
A set B of signed formulas is called satisable if there is a valuation v such
that for all S
i
X  B vX  i holds In this case we say that v is a model for B
A branch is satisable i its label set is A tableau is satisable i it contains at
least one satisable branch
 Soundness and Completeness
  Soundness
Lemma 
 Satisability Preservation of Tableau Rules Let T be a satisable
tableau and suppose T

was created by rule application to an arbitrary formula in
T  Then T

is also satisable
Proof T contains at least one satisable branch B If the formula in the rule
application was not in B B is unchanged and hence still satisable
On the other hand let S
i
F X
 
    X
m
  B be the formula that supplied the
premise for rule application and let v be a valuation that satises B For such a
valuation by denition we always have vF X
 
    X
m
  i Since v is a homo
morphism
vF X
 
    X
m
  fvX
 
     vX
m
  i
holds

Let S
j

X
i

  S
j
t
X
i
t
 be an extension obtained by applying T to vX
 
     vX
m
 
f
 
i Take any i
k
 By T we have vX
i
k
  j
k
 Together with the assumption
that v was a model for B we have the satisability of B  fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g
which concludes the proof
Now soundness follows easily
Theorem 
 Soundness Let A be any Lformula If there is a closed tableau
with root S
ND
A then A is a tautology
Proof Let T be such a tableau T cannot be satisable For assume B is
an arbitrary branch in T  Since T is closed B either contains a complementary
atom set or a signed formula with no corresponding rule denition Obviously no
valuation v that satises B can exist since in the rst case it would be no mapping
in the second case it would be only partially dened Since this holds for arbitrary
branches T is not satisable
The next step is to show by a straightforward induction using the above lemma
that any tableau with satisable root also must be satisable
Together we have that T is not satisable so the root S
ND
A is not satisable
which means by denition for all valuations v that vA  ND i for all valuations
v vA  D i A is a tautology
  Completeness
The completeness proof for our system will be quite straightforward and will closely follow the
lines of standard tableau completeness proofs see eg 
Fitting 		 but in order to be able
to deal with generalized signs we will have to make appropriate modications of the denitions
of Hintikka Set and Analytic Consistency Property Then we proceed as usual proving rst
Hintikkas Lemma and second a model existence theorem which in turn yields completeness
For the sake of modularity and !exibility we prefer the formulation with analytic consistency
properties over a more direct one Then it is easy to extend the proofs to rstorder formulas or
innite sets of formulas Also other standard results like strong completeness and compactness
may easily be obtained though we do not include them here
Denition 
 Hintikka Set
A set H of I
L
signed formulas is called a Hintikka set i it is atomically consistent
and downward saturated or more precisely if the following two conditions hold
H For all propositional variables p  L

 If S
i

p     S
i
n
p  H then
T
n
j 
i
j


H If S
i
F X
 
    X
m
  H then 
iF
is dened and at least one of the hereby
determined extensions


fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g is also in H
A Hintikka set H

is called saturated Hintikka set or model set i in addition
to the above stated conditions it is atomically complete and upward saturated ie

Here and in the following we view extensions as sets
	
H
 For all propositional variables p  L

there exists an i  I
L
such that S
i
p 
H


H If i  I
L
then S
i
F X
 
    X
m
  H

 whenever at least one of the exten
sions fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g determined by 
iF
is in H


Note that by H and H it is impossible that S

X for any X  L ever occurs in a
Hintikka set
Theorem 
 Hintikkas Lemma Every Hintikka set H can be extended to a sat
urated Hintikka set H


Proof Let H be a Hintikka set and L

 fp
i
j i  Natg an enumeration of
the propositional variables We extend H to a saturated Hintikka set H

in the
following way
H

 H  fS
fg
p
i
 j i  Nat and S
j
p
i
  H for no j  I
L
g
H
i 
 H
i
 fS
j
F X
 
    X
m
 j j  I
L
 
jF
defined and at least one
of the extensions fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g determined by 
jF
is in H
i
g
H


S
fH
i
j i  Natg
First we extend H such that it assigns a denite truth value we took  but it is
arbitrary to each variable not already occurring in H then we inductively take all
Lformulas into account
For H

H holds because let p  L

 then either there exists a j  I
L
such
that S
j
p  H and nothing is changed by the construction so H still holds
or S
j
p  H for no j  I
L
 then S
fg
p is added and since this is the only
occurrence of p H holds trivially H and H hold by construction of H

 To
see that H holds let S
j
F X
 
    X
m
  H

and j  I
L
 Then either already
S
j
F X
 
    X
m
  H and H is inherited from H or S
j
F X
 
    X
m
 was
generated during the construction in some H
i
 i   Then by denition at least
one of the extensions fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g determined by 
jF
is in H
i 
and
H is inherited from H
i 

Denition 
 Analytic Consistency Property
A family " ranging over sets of I
L
signed formulas is called an Analytic Consis
tency Property ACP i for all K  " the following conditions hold
F " is of nite character ie K belongs to " i all nite subsets of K belong to
"
ACP For all propositional variables p  L

holds
If S
i

p     S
i
n
p  K then
T
n
j 
i
j
 
ACP If S
i
F X
 
    X
m
  K then 
iF
is dened and for at least one of the
extensions C  fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g K  C  "
If K  " then K is called "consistent While " has nite character from K

 K
and K  " we always have K

 "

Theorem 

 Model Existence Let " be an ACP and K a set of I
L
signed for
mulas If K is "consistent then there exists a valuation v such that vX  j
holds whenever S
j
X  K in other words v is a model for K
Proof In a rst step we will carry out a Lindenbaumtype construction restricted
to ACPs in order to nd a L

maximal elementM in " this corresponds to Tukeys
lemma in the denumerable case then we show that M is a Hintikka set so we can
use it to dene an appropriate valuation
Let fZ
 
 Z

   g be an enumeration of all signed formulas in L

and dene C
n
for
n   as follows
C

 K
C
n 


C
n
 fZ
i
g if C
n
 fZ
n
g"konsistent
C
n
otherwise
Clearly all C
n
are members of " and ordered by inclusion are building a chain in
" We dene
M 

n
C
i
and thus have
 M is L

maximal in " since
a Let K M be arbitrary but nite Hence we have some C
n
with K  C
n
and while C
n
 " we have also that K  " because of the nite character
of " Thus we have K  " for all nite K  M and so M  " again
because of the nite character of "
b Assume there wereM

 L

withM M

 "M  M

 So we must have
some Z
n
M

with Z
n
M  By denition we have C
n
M M

 hence
C
n
fZ
n
g M

 By the nite character of " we know that C
n
fZ
n
g  "
But then by denition C
n 
 C
n
 fZ
n
g thus yielding Z
n
 M  which
is a contradiction
 a and ACP imply H b and ACP imply H forM  so M is indeed
a Hintikka set According to Hintikkas lemma we can extendM to a saturated
Hintikka set
#
M 
It remains to show that
#
M determines a model for K For this purpose we x an
arbitrary v for p  L

such that
vp  i i S
i
p 
#
M
Since
#
M is a saturated Hintikka set H guarantees that v is welldened H
that it is totally dened on L

 We extend v to a homomorphism from L to A and
show by induction on the depth of X that X  L and S
j
X 
#
M imply vX  j


The case when X is atomic is settled by denition of v

Note that in the proof we dont make use of H In fact using H we could show the other direction as
well namely that for any X  L there exists a j  I
L
such that vX  j implies S
j
X 

M 

Suppose that S
j
X  S
j
F X
 
    X
m
 
#
M  According to H there is at least
one extension determined by 
jF
with
fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g 
#
M  The induction hypothesis yields vX
i
k
  j
k
for
  k  t With this we can conclude using the homomorphism h that denes the
extension
vF X
 
    X
m

 fvX
 
     vX
i

     vX
i
t
     vX
m
 v hom
 j by induction hypothesis T T
So we have indeed constructed a model for
#
M and the theorem follows from the
fact that K 
#
M 
Theorem 
 Completeness If A is a tautology then there exists a closed tableau
with root S
ND
A
Proof SinceA is a tautology for all valuations vA  D must hold Now suppose
no closed tableau with root S
ND
A exists It follows that there exists at least one
exhausted tableau with root S
ND
A containing an exhausted open branch M 
Dene B as the set of all nite tableau branches that cannot be closed For all
B  B we have
 For all propositional variables p  L

holds
If S
i

p     S
i
n
p  B then
T
n
j 
i
j
  otherwise B would be closed
 If S
i
F X
 
    X
m
  B then 
iF
is dened and for at least one of the hereby
determined extensions
C  fS
j

X
i

     S
j
t
X
i
t
g B  C  B For assume 
iF
were not dened
then B were closed and if for no C B  C  B then B could be closed later
on
 Clearly B has nite character
Putting the facts together we have that B is an ACP and fS
ND
Ag is B
consistent since fS
ND
Ag M  B Now from the model existence theorem we
know that there exists a valuation v with vA  ND and this is the contradiction
we have been looking for
 Conclusion
We presented a generic tableau proof system for propositional multiplevalued logics that is
more ecient and elegant than its predecessors For support of the eciency claim consider
the L

tautology    p
 

p


   
p
n

  p
 
 It is easy to see that there is a proof of linear
size wrt n in our system while the shortest proof in Carniellis system is of exponential size
wrt n
The achievement was gained by generalizing signs from truth values to sets of truth values
We emphasize that the improvements were made on a logical rather than on an algorithmi
cal level by enriching the language so we can use our tableau system for standard tableau

provers with minor modications Another advantage of this approach is the compatibility
with techniques that are set on the bookkeeping level eg indexing schemes or weighting
The extension of the technique to rstorder multiplevalued logics is possible if some re
strictions on allowed signs connectives and quantiers are imposed A followup to this paper
concerned with multiplevalued predicate logic is available 
Hahnle 		 To keep the pa
per short we have excluded the notion of systematic tableaux which is needed for mechanizing
tableau proofs and which requires no further modications for the use in our framework
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Appendix A Tableau System for L

Rules for 

T X
 

X

T X
 
T X

U X
 

X

U X
 
F jU X
 
F jU X

U X

F X
 

X

F X
 
F X

F jU X
 

X

F jU X
 
F jU X

Rules for 	
T X
 
	X

T X
 
T X

U X
 
	X

U X
 
U X
 
T X
 
T X

U X

U X

F X
 
	X

F X
 
F X

F jU X
 
	X

F jU X
 
F jU X

Rules for 
T X
 
 X

F jU X
 
T X

U X
 
 X

T X
 
U X

F X
 
 X

T X
 
F X

F jU X
 
 X

T X
 
F jU X

Rules for 
T X
F X
U X
U X
F X
T X
F jU X
U X T X
Rules for 
T  X
F jU X
no rule dened for U  X
F  X
T X
F jU  X
T X

Rules for r
T X
U X T X
no rule dened for U rX
F rX
F X
F jU rX
F X
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